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Forewords

Perhaps the biggest barrier to teaching children to create programs has nothing to do with the child but rather with the preconceptions of adults and the relative dearth of people willing or able to teach children basic software skills. This is a shame, really, because the ability to program is the ability to create. If we could give our children those skills early in life, it would empower them to be not just participants in our digital society but also agents. It would give them both an understanding of how our increasingly technology-driven world works and the confidence of knowing they can change it if they so choose. It would also go a long way toward satisfying an increasing need for technical skills in our society that is calling out for people who can make our tools, gadgets, and services deliver more value and work better.

Despite the fact that we live in an increasingly technical world, the creation of software—one of the most fundamental skills of the information age—remains shrouded in mystery for most and at minimum is viewed as a difficult and perhaps arcane art. Society sees “programming” as something that, if you learn it at all, you learn in the later stages of high school or in college. If a younger child learns to program, we are more likely to think of that child as a prodigy (or at least as a special case).

The reality, though, is that there are actually very few true prerequisites to teaching a child the fundamentals of software creation. About all a child needs to know to begin learning about software engineering is basic reading and writing, very basic arithmetic, simple notions of logic (“true and true equal true,” “true and false equal false”) and basic notions of abstraction. Most children have those skills by the age of 6 or 7.

What excited me most when I first saw Kodu was the realization that it not only provided a fun “play” environment for children, but that it was an engaging and exciting way to teach young children how to create software. It is approachable enough that even young children can learn from it without needing an adult to help them, but at the same time it can give a child basic engineering skills in a way that is fun and unintimidating. It also provides an environment in which older children, young adults, and grown-ups can enjoy and create—a great introduction and first step into the skills needed in our digital society.

—Rick Rashid, Chief Research Officer, Microsoft

Our group in Microsoft Research, FUSE (Future Social Experiences) Labs, creates experiences that help people express themselves in rich, beautiful, and novel ways. The idea for Kodu began when we asked people this: “If you could make anything on the computer, what would you create?” So many people dream of making and sharing the kind of games they play but don’t know how to begin. We challenged ourselves to enable 6-year-olds who can’t yet type to create in 15 minutes a game or story that they can share with their friends or classmates.

We dream of deeply affecting education. We believe that students who know how to program and build the experiences they use online all day will have more life opportunities. We are disheartened by the fact that most high schools in the United States don’t even offer computer
science—and we are even more disheartened by the fact that by middle school many kids feel they aren’t “technical.” Using Kodu—a simple tool with big aspirations—we hope to inspire everyone to be creative, tell stories, share the creative work, and “get hooked” on (and be empowered by) programming.

One of the first experiments we ran more than 5 years ago was to have two middle school kids, Nicky and Julian Boss, write the first curriculum and teach the first Kodu class at a local elementary school. We learned so much from their criticism and teaching prowess. I remember them saying how slow the parents were in comparison to the kids, and how they incorporated turn-taking and helped the really excited kids think about what they were making before just jumping in. The “show” during the last class was so incredible: about 20 little kids, divided evenly between boys and girls, all telling us how they had coded their games. They were sitting around playing the games they had made, sharing stories about coding Kodu, and all the while talking about a maiden being rescued from a castle. Kids teaching kids! All this let us know that we were doing something right.

Since then, we’ve seen Kodu used by many different groups. Last summer, we went down to Los Angeles to help a local education group teach Kodu. This was absolutely my favorite photo, which pretty much sums up why we love working with kids. Hope you enjoy reading about Kodu and give it a try.

Here’s a 5-year-old little rock star girl creating away!

—Lili Cheng, General Manager, FUSE Research
About the Author
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Yes, You Can Be a Game Designer

Have you ever played a game on your computer or gaming console and wondered how the game was actually made? And have you ever played a game and then wondered whether you could make something just as fun? I know I have.

But, like me, you might have heard something like this:

- Game design is difficult and can be tricky.
- Cool games (especially the really complex ones with lots of fancy graphics and complicated storylines) often take years to create before anyone ever plays them.
- Most games are created by teams working long hours (and that can cost a lot of money).
- Many of the games are created using complicated software that can take years to learn.

Years to make, lots of cash required to develop, and an understanding of complex software—these requirements make it sound like game design is beyond the reach of people like us, don't they?
Well, game design is not out of our reach.

What if you and I could make your own games and it didn’t take years (or even months)? What if the software needed to make our own games was free for Windows users (or under $6 for Xbox owners)? And what if that software were not only extremely simple to understand and use but also fun? Do you want to hear more?

Of course you do.

**Kodu Is Way Fun!**

I’m not going to keep you in suspense about the software needed to create your own games. (And you’re holding this book in your hands with a title that says *Kodu for Kids*, which sort of gives away the big secret, anyway.) It’s called Kodu Game Lab, and it is one of the most fun and easy ways to create your own games.

Just how fun and how easy? Glad you asked.

It’s fun because you control it all: You can design the rules of your games, the characters that players see, the environments in the background, the points system for scoring, and much more.

It’s easy because everything you do is visual. You drag items around the screen to place them where you like, you tweak settings in your games using either the mouse or a game controller (and if you’ve got a tablet like the Surface that has a touchscreen, you can even use your finger), and you can immediately test your game at any point to see what works… and what might need a little more tweaking.

Does that sound fun and easy? Yeah? But wait… there’s more.

You can share games you create with Kodu Game Lab with your family, your friends and classmates, even with other students on the other side of the world. Students from around the world are using Kodu Game Lab to create games. Just imagine how much fun it will be to create a game and get feedback on it from a student in Israel, Australia, or a dozen other countries? Kodu Game Lab is currently available in 13 languages: Arabic, German, Greek, English, Spanish, French, Hebrew, Icelandic, Italian, Dutch, Polish, Russian, and Portuguese.

Another super-cool thing about Kodu Game Lab is how easy it is to connect with other Kodu fans. Do you have a question and just cannot find an answer? There are safe and kid-friendly online resources where you can post your questions and get answers from other Kodu users. And you might even be able to answer questions from other Kodu users. After all, when you finish this book, you’re going to be a Kodu guru.

**Kodu Offers So Much**

Is there anything else that Kodu Game Lab offers to budding game designers? Yes, there is.

Kodu Game Lab is an outstanding tool for helping with special projects at school. Did your teacher just assign you to do a presentation about how white blood cells attack foreign bodies in your
bloodstream? Don’t reach for a sheet of boring posterboard. Use Kodu to draw a blood vessel (the terrain or environment), drop in some characters that represent the white blood cells and maybe a flu bug, and use the software to control their movements and use colorful animation to show just how white blood cells react. Even better? Turn it into a game where one player controls the flu bug and the other player controls a white blood cell—the flu bug players must run away, and the white blood cell players must try and catch the flu bug. (And because Kodu can support up to four players, you could really make it fun.) I’d give you an A for the presentation.

Kodu will also teach you some real-life skills that will help you throughout your education and into your future career. You see, the ability to create a game requires some logical and critical-thinking skills. Those might not sound important to you now, but to your parents and teachers, it’s a big deal. Even if you don’t know what you want to do when you “grow up,” trust me, some of the skills you will learn as you develop your own games will never leave you and will benefit you no matter what career you choose later in life.

Kodu Game Lab is always changing. Updates are occasionally released that add new features, new characters, and much more. So, there will always be new features to figure out that can make your games even more crazy, advanced, and fun. You should never stop learning. Instead, always be on the lookout for new things to try out in your games. Think of Kodu as a toolbox. I want you to try out each and every tool inside it. You’ll find your favorites, and you’ll discover some tools that you might never use. But by learning them all, you’ll have the maximum number of skills and features available to make your games the best they can be.

Walk Before You Run

Creating great games means starting at the beginning. You’ve probably heard the phrase “you need to learn to walk before you can run,” and that’s definitely true with Kodu Game Lab. You need to learn the basics of Kodu before you can start creating that dream game that’s floating around in your head.

I know you’re probably anxious to learn everything there is to know as fast as possible, but let me tell you why this isn’t such a great idea. You need to let all this Kodu information sink in a bit. That means learning something new in one chapter, and then playing with Kodu Game Lab to try it out. You’ll remember something if you read it and then use it. This means opening Kodu and actually performing the tasks that I put in front of you in the book’s chapters.

Kodu has its own rules and expects you to do things in certain ways, but they’re extremely easy to remember. You’ll learn all about them in later chapters, but what I want you to know right now is that this book teaches you things in a very specific order. Don’t skip ahead or jump around—you might miss something super-important.
NOTE

I cannot stress enough just how important it is to read and work through the book in the proper order. If you want to skip ahead to see what’s coming, that’s fine. But be sure to return to your original place in the book. Skipping ahead means you might miss a technique or skill in an earlier chapter that is required later in the book. You’ll be confused, and the games you design might not work properly. Even worse, you might miss a topic on a cool feature that your future games will lack because you don’t know it exists.

There’s no rush here. Take your time and work through the chapters at your own pace. You’ll be rewarded with an understanding of all the great features that Kodu offers, and that will make your games shine.

How to Use This Book

One of the things I hope you most enjoy about this book is the frequent use of screenshots. I took snapshots of the screen as I was working, which means that you can follow along in each chapter and use the figures to make certain that you’re keeping pace with the game development.

Sometimes, however, a figure just isn’t enough. In those instances, just refer back to the text for exact instructions on what to do. Because Kodu Game Lab is so simple to use, though, and because so much game design in Kodu is done onscreen, many tasks are covered with just a few sentences that explain what to do with your mouse or game controller and then refer you to a screenshot to see the final results.

Don’t let this bother you if your preferred method of Kodu game design is using a game controller. After all, just about every Kodu feature can be accessed and every task performed using a game controller. I prefer the keyboard, but I’ll do my best to ensure that you game controller fans are covered.

Finally, I’ve mentioned it earlier and I’ll repeat it here: Follow along with the chapters and actually create the games. You’ll become more familiar with all the buttons and tools, and the concepts will sink in and stick with you over time. This book is really more of a workbook. Your goal should be to tackle (in order) every page, every task, and every game so that you move quickly from Kodu novice to Kodu guru.

In addition to the instructions provided in this book, you can also access some narrated videos that demonstrate how to use Kodu Game Lab. Some of these videos show actual games from the book being programmed, and other videos show one or two short techniques to further explain a concept mentioned in the book. See the instructions in the back of this book for how to register and view these videos.
Introducing Two New Friends: Kodu and Rover

Throughout the book, you’re going to enjoy learning about some additional features and fun things about Kodu from two of the creatables found in the Kodu software: Kodu and Rover.

Kodu is a cool little fellow—the software’s named after him. He knows everything about the software. And that’s a good thing, too, because Rover is fairly new and is still learning. Occasionally Rover has some questions, and you’ll see conversations between Kodu and Rover in the various chapters. Their conversations are often about the current chapter’s topics, but sometimes they’re about other things related to Kodu.

Rover: Sorry to interrupt, but I’ve been listening in and have a question. How long has Kodu been around?

Kodu: I can answer that. Kodu began with Microsoft Research’s FUSE Labs, a group at Microsoft that develops really cool software. The first version was released in 2010, and the most recent update was released in 2013.

Get in Touch

I’ve enjoyed writing this book for you! And I’d love to see and hear from you about the games you’re creating with Kodu. If you’d like to email me, you can send your message to feedback@quepublishing.com, and my publisher will forward your message to me. I can’t promise I’ll be able to respond to every email, but I’ll definitely take a look at your game, especially if you’ve shared it online.

And if you find any errors in the book, I’d like to know about those, as well. Although I’ve done my best to avoid mistakes, they sometimes manage to sneak by. Email me at the same address and I’ll do my best to make sure the error is fixed. Any errors that are reported will have their corrections shared online at www.quepublishing.com/kodu.

And now, it’s time to learn Kodu!
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Build Your Own World: Moving Mountains and Painting Terrain
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It’s Not All About the Objects
Kodu Game Lab has some fun and entertaining objects. There’s Kodu to start with, and let’s not forget Rover, the Cycle, and one of my favorite vehicles, Blimp. Plus you’ve already encountered nonmoving objects such as trees and rocks, but there are plenty more, such as coins, stars, castles, and factories. You’ll find all these objects useful in your games as either playable characters, targets, or treasure (or something else). You’ll be designing the games, so it will be up to you to assign roles to the objects in your games.

But one character in almost all games goes unrecognized. This character is easy to spot but almost always never makes any noise. This character is absolutely required for your game to be a good one, and thankfully it’s also a character that you can program. Do you know what it is? Give up?
Okay, here’s the answer: It’s the world! Yes, it’s the actual terrain that defines the boundaries of your game, provides obstacles for your players to move around or hide behind, and gives your game new and exciting places to visit. Without the capability to add and modify terrain, your game would exist on nothing but the initial flat square of land shown in Figure 6.1 and that appears whenever you select New World from the Home Menu.

FIGURE 6.1  This small square of land is not enough for a great game.

Professional game designers often spend just as much time on the environment as they do on the in-game characters (and maybe more). One of the secrets to a good game is making certain the terrain (buildings, hills, rivers, and more) enhances the fun, provides players with a visually pleasing background, and is integrated into the design of the gameplay. That is, you can use the terrain to create rules that make a game more challenging. Imagine a game called *Stay Off the Grass*, for example, which penalizes players who wander off a path and onto the green grass. Or imagine another game called *Pothole City* that has holes scattered around that end the game if a player falls into one.

With most games, it’s not the terrain that provides the primary objective; instead, the terrain adds complexity or dangers, or just fun visuals. And because interacting with the terrain is not usually the way to win a game (but it can sometimes end a game), the game relies on other aspects such as the programming of objects that you’ve been learning.

The key is to learn to manipulate and control the terrain so that it can add to the fun of your game, not take away. And that’s what this chapter is all about: learning about the available tools that
enable you to add, modify, and take away terrain. If you’ve got a solid understanding of how to control your new world’s terrain, you’re well on your way to creating some impressive-looking games.

Let’s take a look at the available tools and how to use them. Open up Kodu Game Lab and select New World so that you begin with that single square of terrain. You’re going to be making some major changes to it in this chapter.

The Ground Brush

I want to start with the simplest of tools first: the Ground Brush. This is the tool selected in Figure 6.2 and is represented by the white square.

You already learned about the terrain selection feature and the tool brush shapes in Chapter 3, “Take a Test Drive: Controlling Objects and Terrain,” but I want to go over them with a little more detail here. Before I show you all the ways the Ground Brush works, let me explain a few modifications that you can make while it is selected.

First, if you’re using a keyboard and mouse, you can change the size of the brush by using the Left Arrow and Right Arrow keys. Notice in Figure 6.2 that the brush shape is square and that the size is about a quarter of the single block of green terrain. If I tap the Left Arrow key, the brush shape shrinks in size, as shown in Figure 6.3.
FIGURE 6.3  Shrink the Ground Brush by tapping the Left Arrow key.

Game controller users can shrink the Ground Brush by tapping Left or Right on the D-Pad. To increase the size of the Ground Brush, tap the Right Arrow key on the keyboard or tap Right on the D-Pad. Notice in Figure 6.4 that I can make the Ground Brush size quite large, even larger than the original single square of green terrain.

FIGURE 6.4  Increase the size of the Ground Brush.
Changing the Brush Shape

If you want to change the Ground Brush shape, you can select from Square, Round, Linear Square Brush, Linear Round Brush, or the Magic Brush. The Square and Round brush shapes work the same, but simply apply terrain or change color using a round or square brush head.

The Linear brush shapes enable you to select a starting point and an ending point and then apply your terrain to all points in between. For example, in Figure 6.5, I’ve selected the Linear Round Brush and moved the brush head from one end to the other by holding down the left mouse button and moving the brush head to its end position. (You can do the same thing by using the game controller’s left thumbstick.)

With the mouse, the terrain is applied when I release the left mouse button, but with the game controller you press the R trigger. Figure 6.6 shows the final stretch of terrain I added with the Linear Round Brush.

If when you are adding new terrain the brush head moves over existing terrain, that terrain is replaced with whatever color/texture you currently have selected. For example, in Figure 6.7, I’ve placed a new square of terrain to the right of the current terrain. Notice they are not touching and are two different colors.
FIGURE 6.6 A new stretch of terrain added with a Linear brush.

FIGURE 6.7 A new piece of terrain is added.
Rover: Just how many possible terrain colors and patterns are available?

Kodu: There are more than 100 different options.

Rover: That would be one amazing game that used all 100 colors, wouldn’t it?

Kodu: Well, it might also be so difficult to look at that it would make playing the game almost impossible!

Rover: But you just know someone is going to try it.

Kodu: And they can call the game Insane Rainbow. Sounds fun, actually!

But watch what happens when I add another square of the new terrain in the space between large and small squares. Figure 6.8 shows that part of the larger (green) terrain has been replaced with the new color.

When you’re using the Ground Brush, any movement of the Square, Round, or Linear brushes replaces old terrain with new when you drag over the old terrain. But there’s a way to avoid that. If you hold down the Control key on your keyboard while dragging the Ground Brush around, existing terrain will not be modified if the brush moves over it. Instead, the new terrain is placed anywhere terrain does not already exist. Figure 6.9 shows that I’ve painted a new terrain around the original green square while holding down the Control key. See how the original terrain is left unmodified?
FIGURE 6.8  Old terrain is replaced with new terrain.

FIGURE 6.9  Use the Control key to keep existing terrain.
CHAPTER 6  Build Your Own World: Moving Mountains and Painting Terrain

NOTE
If you look closely at Figure 6.9 near the bottom-left corner, you’ll see 6Undo. Kodu Game Lab keeps track of the changes you make and can let you undo certain actions such as changing the color of terrain or growing a mountain. Tap the Undo option once to undo the last edit you made. In this instance, Kodu can undo the last six modifications you’ve made, but this number will sometimes be more…and sometimes less.

What if you want to replace some existing terrain with a new color while avoiding adding any new land to your world? In that case, hold down the Shift key while dragging the Ground Brush over existing terrain. As you can see in Figure 6.10, the original (green) square of terrain now has a completely new color.

FIGURE 6.10  Replace an existing piece of terrain with a new color only.

When you have a Square or Round brush selected, right-click with the mouse and drag over some terrain to erase it; you can use the Left Arrow or Right Arrow keys on a keyboard to increase or decrease the size of the brush head to control how much terrain you erase. In Figure 6.11, I’ve decreased the brush head to a small square and then erased some terrain from the center.
I can fill those holes easily enough by selecting a new terrain and then holding down the Control key while dragging the brush over those holes. Figure 6.12 shows the new look of the terrain.
The Magic Brush
Before I move on to a different tool, I want to show you how the Magic Brush works. Before you select the Magic Brush, click the Ground Brush and select a different terrain. I’ve selected a dark red painted terrain, but you can pick anything that you’re not already using.

Next, select the Magic Brush (it’s the last one to the right, just beyond the Linear Round Brush) and move it over any bit of existing terrain.

It’s a bit difficult to tell in Figure 6.13, but whatever terrain you have selected will glow and fade repeatedly while you are using the Magic Brush. You can then modify whatever terrain is glowing by using the tools you’ve already learned about; you selected a new terrain color, so tap the left mouse button and that color will be applied to any flashing terrain. Notice in Figure 6.14 that I changed the overall color of the terrain with the Magic Brush but that the smaller squares were not modified.

I showed you earlier how to use the Control key while using the Square or Round brush to change the color of existing terrain. If you had done this over the large square of terrain, however, it would have also changed the small squares. Using the Magic Brush, I was able to select just the color of the larger square and change it without changing the smaller squares.
Rover: Will the Right and Left Arrow keys also change the size of the Brush?

Kodu: Absolutely! Shrink it down to a thin line and you could draw or write words on the terrain that would be easy to read.

Rover: And I’m guessing that it would be helpful in creating outlines of shapes.

Kodu: Yep! Imagine drawing the outline of a castle’s outer walls using the thin line. Then you could use the Up/Down tool to raise the outline and create a three dimensional castle instantly.
You’ll definitely want to experiment with all five brushes (Square, Round, Linear Square, Linear Round, and Magic Brush) until you’re good and comfortable with them. The Ground Brush is the primary tool you’ll use to create larger worlds, such as the battle ring I’ve created and shown in Figure 6.15.

![Image of a battle ring for a fighting robot game](image)

**FIGURE 6.15** A battle ring for a fighting robot game, perhaps?

### Mountains and Molehills

Look at Figure 6.15 again. Notice that although the terrain is colorful, it’s also quite flat. Flat isn’t always bad, though. Sometimes a game needs to exist on a flat surface; the rules of the game or maybe how you’ve programmed the objects in it might not be suitable for a world of hills and mountains and lakes. But if you want them, it’s really easy to add them to your new world.

The tool to the right of the Ground Brush is called the Up/Down tool, and it lets you add hills and valleys. As with the Ground Brush, you can increase or decrease the size of the tool with the Left Arrow and Right Arrow keys on the keyboard (or by pressing Left or Right on the D-Pad).
Now it’s easy to create hills or mountains, as follows:

1. Select the Up/Down tool and its brush size.
2. Move your cursor over an existing bit of terrain and hold down the left mouse button.
3. Maintain your left mouse button press until you achieve your desired hill or mountain height.
4. Move the cursor, as desired, to widen or narrow your hill/mountain.
5. Release the left mouse button press when you’re happy with the look of your terrain.

Figure 6.16 shows that I’ve added a small hill right in the center of my terrain. Notice that the hill/mountain gets its coloration from the terrain that it affects.

![Image](image.png)

**FIGURE 6.16** A small hill in the center of my new world.

If you don’t like a hill/mountain you have created, just get rid of it by pressing and holding down the right mouse button and moving the cursor over the hill until the hill is reduced in size (or completely gone), as shown in Figure 6.17.
FIGURE 6.17 Reverse the direction of a hill with the right mouse button.

Brush Shape Options

You can change the shape of the Up/Down tool just as you did with the Ground Brush, but this tool has some different options, as shown in Figure 6.18.

FIGURE 6.18 The tool has its own options for adding and removing hills.
Square and Round Brushes: The Square and Round brushes apply the raising and lowering effect equally across the entire area of the brush shape. With the Medium Round Brush or Soft Round Brush, however, the raising or lowering effect is subtle on the outer edges of the tool. Figure 6.19 shows that I’ve added another hill, but this time the brown terrain (surrounding the inner green terrain) is smoother and less “blocky” looking.

The Mottled Brush: The Mottled Brush (second selection from the right, just next to the Magic Brush) enables you to raise the terrain in a more random fashion. Think about a hill or lake or other natural terrain; there’s a randomness to it, with no straight edges or 90 degree bends. The Mottled Brush allows you to give your terrain that same natural look and making it more realistic looking.

The Magic Brush: With the Magic Brush, you can pick one type of terrain (such as the dotted patch of terrain surrounding the inner green patch) and then raise or lower only the selected terrain.

Figure 6.20 shows that I’ve used the Magic Brush to raise the terrain only on the yellow dotted terrain going around the inner green and brown terrain. Notice that unlike the randomness of a growing hill or mountain, the terrain is grown up at a consistent rate, enabling me to make a fence around the inner area.

Right-clicking with the Magic Brush enables me to lower the fence or completely remove it. Figure 6.21 shows that I’ve used the Magic Brush to create a “birthday cake” effect with the three terrain types on my world.
FIGURE 6.20  Use the Magic Brush to raise and lower terrain at a constant rate.

FIGURE 6.21  Three levels of playing field are created (four if you count the surrounding terrain).
Smoothing or Roughing Terrain

If you are using a mouse with a scroll wheel in the center, press and hold the scroll wheel while moving it over terrain to apply a smoothing effect to any raised terrain. It’s subtle and sometimes difficult to see with some terrain, but I’ve applied the smoothing effect to the top of the rough mountain back in Figure 6.19. Figure 6.22 shows a smoother mountaintop thanks to my use of the center scroll wheel.

If you don’t have a center scroll wheel, you can select the Flatten tool to the right of the Up/Down tool to get the same results. The only difference with using the Flatten tool is that you can select the shape of the brush: Square, Round, or Magic Brush. Once again, Square and Round apply the flattening effect somewhat equally across the size of the brush, whereas the Magic Brush enables you to select an entire terrain type (that’s also connected) and then apply a consistent flattening effect all at once.

To give hills and valleys a smoother and more natural look, use the Flatten tool slowly and methodically. Figure 6.23 shows how I’ve used it to give my center hill a rounded and more gradual incline.

Finally, the Roughen tool (to the right of the Flatten tool) is used to grow terrain in faster and spikier manner. It grows the terrain faster and gives a random forest or urban look (depending on the terrain you’ve selected). Figure 6.24 shows how I’ve added a wild forest area to the outer ring surrounding my hill.
FIGURE 6.23 The Flatten tool is more of a polishing tool for rough terrain.

FIGURE 6.24 Give your world a rougher and spikier look with the Roughen tool.
CAUTION

Rough terrain can be difficult or even impossible for players to navigate. This is why it is so important to constantly test your games. When you’re creating terrain, drop in Kodu and add some basic movement controls and then drive him all over the game world. Look for areas where he cannot move or access such as between thin walls or up a steep cliff. You’ll have to modify these areas if you want players to be able to access those areas.

Much More World Building to Come

I’m one of those people who likes to push buttons and click features just to see what they do, so I’m not going to tell you to stop poking around Kodu Game Lab’s other tools. Feel free! But I will be covering the topics of water and roads in a later chapter. For now, you should have enough hands-on experience with the basic Ground Brush and terrain-modifying tools to start creating some wild and crazy worlds of your own.

And that’s a good thing, because as I said earlier in this chapter, a good game is more than just throwing some objects on the screen and programming them to shoot at one another. If you’ve got a great game idea growing in your head, you absolutely cannot forget to include the look and feel of the terrain in your plans.

The world that your game exists in needs to be eye-catching, of course, but it also needs to make sense in terms of the rules of the game. If you’ve put pits everywhere that look good but that frustrate your players because they keep falling in, that’s not a good thing (well, unless the point of the game is to avoid the pits). Instead, the pits should be used sparingly, a few here and there, to make a game more exciting, not frustrating. Your players should be focused on the main goals of the game (such as collecting coins or shooting flying enemies), and the terrain and obstacles you’ve created should be adding to the fun, not taking away from it.

A good balance of goals, game rules, and world design is what makes a game great. And you’ll get better at it over time, I promise.

Moving On

Let’s create a short list of your Kodu Game Lab skills to this point. You know how to add objects to a world, including objects controlled by players and objects that simply sit still and make good targets. Speaking of targets, you’ve learned how to program player objects to shoot missiles or other projectiles, and you’ve learned how to create a simple scoring system. You know how to change colors and sizes of objects, and how to make multiple copies of objects that you’ve programmed.

As for the terrain, you now know how to add, modify, and remove terrain as needed. You know how to select different colors/styles of terrain that can best be used in certain types of games you
might have planned, and you’ve gotten quite good at using the Move Camera tool (the Hand) to rotate your world and zoom in and out.

If I’m correct, you are ready to create a game—maybe not the most advanced Kodu game ever made, but certainly something that is fun and can provide some entertainment to you and your friends. (And I have to add, you’re also ready to design a game that will impress your family, your teachers, pretty much anyone you want to show off your game to.)

So, in anticipation of the upcoming chapters in which you’ll learn more advanced programming features that give your games even more punch and power, I want you to give you a few extra tasks to try and perform before moving on, okay?

Here’s what I want you to do before moving on to Chapter 7, “Difficult Targets to Hit: Increasing Game Difficulty and Path Following”:

1. Use the Ground Brush and similar tools and create a big world. Make it round or rectangular-shaped, but give it four or five different terrain types—maybe a grassy inner terrain surrounded by a more urban cement-and-steel look. You decide, but give yourself some time to experiment with the world design tools until you’re confident with adding, removing, and editing terrain.

2. After you’ve created a new world, drop in Kodu or Rover and add basic programming to steer it around your new world. Take your object for a spin, zoom in a bit, and roll around your terrain. Did you add any hills or mountains that prevent Kodu or Rover from moving on or over? If not, do so now. Try to find out just how steep of a hill you can add before Kodu or Rover are blocked and cannot roll up.

When you finish this homework, click the Home Menu button and save your newly created world before selecting Exit to Main Menu. From the Main Menu, select Quit Kodu to close down Kodu Game Lab.
This page intentionally left blank
Symbols

10 Tips for Building a Better Game (article), 485
>= (greater than or equal to option (Compare pie slice), 258
<= (less than or equal to) option (Compare pie slice), 258

A

About page (Kodu Game Lab website), 385-387
above and over-the-shoulder view, 198
Above option (Compare pie slice), 258
accounts (LiveID), creating, 390-391
actions
Bump, 62
Shoot, 67
adding
breezes, 277-279
boss minions, 462
cameras, 339-343
Cannon gatekeeper, 327-334
chit-chat between objects, 248-263
nontimed conversations, 263-266
timed conversations, 248-263
game controllers, 8-9
hurricanes, 277-279
in-game instructions, 266-268
LiveID account, 390-391
mazes, 316-322
objects
castle, 225-231
Cannon gatekeeper, 327-334
lakes and rivers, 280-288
mazes, 316-319
missiles, 67-70
mobile targets, 126-130
nonmoving obstacles, 58-60
stadiums, 320-322
point awards, 89-95
power-ups, 456-461
second player, 95-100
sound effects
background noise, 300-303
game music soundtracks, 294-300
to objects, 303-308
terrain, 47-50
The Amazing Maze Chase, 418-423
Blip Bam Boom, 434-437
The Dune Treasure, 450-456
with Ground Brush, 105-115
mountains, 115-117
Octo’s Aquarium, 467-471
with Up/Down tool, 115-122
Always pie slice shown, 295
The Amazing Maze Chase
cheat button, 431
creating, 418-423
enemy chasers, 431
invisible hunter, 432
key/quest items, 431
overview, 417-418
programming
Cycle object, 423-427
ending game, 429-430
enemies, 429
traps, 427-429
scoring, 431
time limits, 431
two players, 432
answering questions on Kodu Community Forum, 391-396
Arcade pie slice, 309
Arena pie slice, 302
The Art of Game Design: A Book of Lenses (Schell), 485
Avoid option, 143
awarding points
creating different point awards, 89-95
explained, 85-88
Away option, 143
B
background noise, adding, 300-303
BAFTA (British Academy of Film and Television Arts), 485
balancing fun and difficulty, 414-416
basic game elements, 79-80
configuring scorekeeping, 81-85
keeping score, 80-81
awarding points, 85-88
creating different point awards, 89-95
testing scorekeeping, 88-89
second player, adding, 95-100
Below option (Compare pie slice), 258
beta releases, 404
bird’s eye view, 198
Blip Bam Boom
creating, 434-437
decoy cars, 447
duels, 447
enlarging game world, 446
games of chase, 448
missiles, 447
overview, 433-434
power-ups, 447
programming
coin creatables, 437-438
Kodus, 440-446
Rovers, 437-438
saucers, 438-440
super recharger, 447
time limits, 446-447
blips, firing, 68
book recommendations, 485-486
bosses
  boss minions, 462
  definition of, 449
  wandering bosses, 461
brainstorming game design, 404-405
breezes, adding, 277-279
British Academy of Film and Television Arts (BAFTA), 485
brushes
  Ground Brush, 105-106, 419
  adding terrain, 47-50
  brush shape, 107-112
  changing terrain color, 51-54
  changing terrain material, 51-54
  Magic Brush, 113-115
  Hard Round Brush, 53
  Magic Brush, 53
  Square Linear Brush, 420
  Up/Down tool, 115-119
Building XNA 2.0 Games: A Practical Guide for Independent Game Developers (Sedlak and Silva), 486
Bump action, 62
bumping objects, 484
C
  cameras
    adding, 339-343
    camera modes
      Fixed Position, 200-210
      Free, 210-213
      in-game camera changes, 213-219
      POV (point of view), 198
  changing
    camera view
      Move Camera tool, 15
      Object tool, 15-22
      Orbit Camera feature, 20-21
      Zoom feature, 18-22
    game conditions, 175-177
    decreasing smart saucer speed, 181-191
    healing with health trees, 191-196
    putting time back on clock, 177-179
  cheat button (The Amazing Maze Chase), 431
  checking Kodu installation, 7-8
  chit-chat between objects
    nontimed conversations, 263-266
    timed conversations, 248-263
  Circle option, 143-145
  cleanup
    hiding scoreboards, 356-357
    making objects invisible, 357-358
  color of objects
    changing, 25
    terrain and sky color effects, 51-54, 271-277
    water color, 280-281
  Combat pie slice, 64, 156-158, 311
  comments
    in Description field, 366-370
    in Say tiles, 370-371
  Community command (Main Menu), 12-13
  Compare pie slice, 258
  conditions, controlling with objects, 365-366
  Configure Kodu Game Lab icon, 7-8
  configuring scorekeeping, 81-85
  controllers, multiple, 374-377
  controlling
    missile flight, 378-379
    terrain edit speed, 361-363
    timers with objects, 365-366
  conversations
    chit-chat between objects
      nontimed conversations, 263-266
      timed conversations, 248-263
    cut-scenes
      scripted conversations, 344-348
      second conversation, 352-356
  Copy command, 127
  copying objects between games, 127-128
  Copy Row option, 92
  Countdown option (Start Game With:), 268
  Coy, Stephen, 489-490
  Creatable option, 238
  creatables, 235-243, 327-334, 484
    Blip Bam Boom, 437-438
    Cannon gatekeeper, 327-334
    Octo’s Aquarium, 477-478
    Sputnik, 235-243
  Creatables pie piece, 241
  creating
    See adding
  Cruise tile, 378
  cut-scenes
    cameras, adding, 339-343
    explained, 337-338
    game cleanup
      hiding scoreboards, 356-357
      making sticks invisible, 357-358
    scripting, 338-339
    conversations, 344-348
    movement, 348-352
    second conversation, 352-356
Cut Tile command, 39
cutting
  pages, 180
tiles, 39
Cycle object, 420-423

D
Damage tile, 311
decoy (Blip Bam Boom), 447
decreasing saucer speed, 181-191
deleting tiles, 39
depth charges (Octo's Aquarium), 481
Description field, 267, 366-370
descriptions, adding to games, 231-235
Description with Countdown option (Start Game With), 268
design, 315
  balancing fun and difficulty, 414-416
  brainstorming, 404-405
environmental effects
  lakes and rivers, 280-288
  objects and water, 289-291
  terrain and sky color effects, 271-277
wind, 277-279
game management
descriptions and tags, 231-235
game versions, 322-327
game rules and objectives, 409-414
great player experience, 404
object programming
  Cannon gatekeeper, 327-334
  creatables, 327-334
  Sputnik creatable, 235-243
sound. See sound effects
world design
  castles, 222-231
  mazes, 316-319
  planning, 406-409
  stadiums, 320-322
developers
Coy, Stephen, 489-490
Finch, Mark, 492-493
MacLaurin, Matt, 490-492
Miller, Michael, 493-494
difficulty level, increasing, 125-126
  balancing difficulty with fun, 414-416
mobile targets
  adding, 126-130
  path following, 133-142
  random movement, 130-133
  running away, 142-146
score programming, 146-149
time limits, adding, 161-170
disappearing objects, 60-67
Discussion button (Kodu Community Forum), 394
Discussion page (Kodu Game Lab website), 388
downloading
  games, 384
Kodu, 1-4
Drama pie slice, 298
duels (Blip Bam Boom), 447
The Dune Treasure
  boss minions, creating, 462
  creating, 450-456
  healing water, 461
  overview, 449-450
  power-ups, 456-461
    how they work, 456-458
    mystery power-ups, 462
    programming, 458-461
  scoring, 462-463
  super bosses, 462
  terrain changes, 462
  unfriendly saucer, 462
  wandering boss, 461
equals option (Compare pie slice), 258
Event pie slice, 297, 309
Exit to Main Menu command, 56
exploding targets, 152-161
exporting games, 397-398
Export option, 397-398
Express pie slice, 246

F
fans (Octo's Aquarium), 478-480
files, KoduSetup.msi file, 4
Finch, Mark, 492-493
Fintel, Scott, 465
firing
  blips, 68
  missiles, 67-70
  targets that return fire, 171-172
first-person view, 198
Fixed Offset (camera), 472
fixed paths, creating, 133-142
Fixed Position camera mode, 200-210
Flatten tool, 120
following paths, 483
forum. See Kodu Community Forum
Free camera mode, 210-213
fun, balancing with difficulty, 414-416

g
game cleanup
  hiding scoreboards, 356-357
  making sticks invisible, 357-358
game conditions, changing, 175-177
  decreasing smart saucer speed, 181-191
  healing with health trees, 191-196
  putting time back on clock, 177-179
game controllers
  adding, 8-9
  multiple game controllers, 374-377
game design, 221, 315
balancing fun and difficulty, 414-416
brainstorming, 404-405
environmental effects
lakes and rivers, 280-288
objects and water, 289-291
terrain and sky color effects, 271-277
wind, 277-279
game management
descriptions and tags, 231-235
game versions, 322-327
game rules and objectives, 409-414
great player experience, 404
object programming
Cannon gatekeeper, 327-334
creatables, 327-334
Sputnik creatable, 235-243
sound. See sound effects
world design
castles, 222-231
mazes, 316-319
planning, 406-409
stadiums, 320-322
“A Game Design Method Empowering Children and Adults” (article), 485
game management
game versions, 322-327
tips and tricks, 231-235
Game Save screen, 231
game settings, changing, 70-75
grabbing objects, 484
Grab tile, 223
great and powerful rock, 365-366
great player experience, designing, 404
ground. See terrain
Ground Brush, 105-106, 419
adding terrain, 47-50
brush shape, 107-112
changing terrain color, 51-54
changing terrain material, 51-54
Magic Brush, 113-115

H

Hard Round Brush, 53
healing
healing apples, 303-308
healing starfish, 480
healing water, 461
health trees, 191-196
Health option, 156
Heal tile, 191-196
Hear option, 265
height of objects, changing, 29
Help
Help command, 13-14, 40
in-game instructions, 266-268
Help command (Main Menu), 13-14
Help tool, 40
helping scoreboards, 356-357
Highest Ratings category (Kodu Game Lab website), 383
hills, adding, 115-117
hit points, 74
Home Menu
Exit to Main Menu command, 56
Load World command, 56
Print Kode For Level option, 324
Save My World command, 54
Home Page (Kodu Game Lab website), 382-383
hurricanes, adding, 277-279

I

icons
Configure Kodu Game Lab, 7-8
Kodu Game Lab, 7-8
increasing difficulty level, 125-126
mobile targets
adding, 126-130
path following, 133-142
random movement, 130-133
running away, 142-146
score programming, 146-149
time limits, adding, 161-170
in-game camera changes, 213-219
in-game instructions, adding, 266-268
ink clouds, 480
Inline tiles, 372-374
installing Kodu
checking installation, 7-8
Setup process, 4-7
instructions (in-game), adding, 266-268
invisible option, applying to objects, 357-358
Invisible option, 357-358

J-K

keeping score, 80-81
awarding points, 85-88
configuring scorekeeping, 81-85
different point awards, 89-95
score programming for mobile targets, 146-149
testing scorekeeping, 88-89
time limits, 161-170
key/quest items (The Amazing Maze Chase), 431
Kodu
downloading, 1-4
installing, 4-7
Setup program, 4
system requirements, 2
Kodu Community Forum, 389-390
creating LiveID account, 390-391
posting to, 391-396
Kodu developers
Coy, Stephen, 489-490
Finch, Mark, 492-493
Maclaurin, Matt, 490-492
Miller, Michael, 493-494
Kodu Game Lab icon, 7-8
Kodu Game Lab website, 1, 381.
See also Kodu Community Forum
About page, 385-387
Discussion page, 388
downloading games from, 384
Home page, 382-383
opening, 11-14
sharing games to, 397-400
Worlds page, 383-385
objects

Kodus, 440-446. See also objects
KoduSetup.msi file, 4

L

lakes
adding, 280-288
objects and water, 289-292
Last Post section (Kodu Community Forum), 392
Level tile, 378
Lewis and Clark expedition, 463
Lighting option, 275
Linear brushes, 53
Linear Ground Brush, 107-108
LiveID account, creating, 390-391
loading worlds, 56
Load World command (Main Menu), 12-13, 56
Loud setting (scoreboards), 364

M

MacLaurin, Matt, 490-492
Magic Brush, 53, 113-115, 118
Main Menu, 12-13, 56
Mars effect, 275-276
Mars Rover: Discovery, 326
material (terrain), changing, 51-54
Max Breeze effect, 279
mazes. See also The Amazing Maze Chase
creating, 316-322
Octo’s Aquarium, 481
Medium Round Brush, 118
menus
Home Menu
Exit to Main Menu command, 56
Load World command, 56
Print Kode For Level option, 324
Save My World command, 54
Main Menu, 12-13, 56
pie menus, 22
Miller, Michael, 493-494
Min Breeze effect, 278-279

MiniWorld game, 327-334
Cannon gatekeeper, 327-334
castle, 222-231
Sputnik creatable, 235-243
Missile option, 67-70
missiles
Blip Bam Boom game, 447
controlling flight of, 378-379
firing, 67-70
targets that return fire, 171-172
mobile targets, 125-126
adding, 126-130
decreasing target speed, 181-191
path following, 133-142
random movement, 130-133
running away, 142-146
score programming, 146-149
modes (camera)
Fixed Position, 200-210
Free, 210-213
in-game camera changes, 213-219
modifying terrain edit speed, 362-363
More pie slice, 256, 289-290, 295
Most Popular category (Kodu Game Lab website), 383
Mottled Brush, 118
mountains
adding, 115-117
roughing, 120-122
smoothing, 120-122
Move Camera tool, 15, 133, 468
movement
mobile targets
adding, 126-130
path following, 133-142
random movement, 130-133
running away, 142-146
score programming, 146-149
movement controls, 484
scripted movement, 348-352
Move option, 143
multiple game controllers, 374-377
multiple players
multiple game controllers, 374-377
The Amazing Maze Chase, 432
Music pie slice, 297
music soundtracks, adding, 294-300, 481
mystery power-ups, 462
My Worlds button, 396

N

navigating worlds, 14-15
Move Camera tool, 15
Object tool, 15-18
Orbit Camera feature, 20-21
Zoom feature, 18-22
New Thread button (Kodu Community Forum), 394-395
New World command (Main Menu), 12-13
noise. See sound effects
nonmoving obstacles, adding, 58-60
nontimed conversations, adding to objects, 263-266
NotEquals option (Compare pie slice), 258
Nothing option (Start Game With), 268

O

objectives, designing, 409-414
objects
The Amazing Maze Chase
Cycle object, 423-427
ending game, 429-430
enemies, 429
traps, 427-429
Blip Bam Boom
coin creatables, 437-438
Kodus, 440-446
Rovers, 437-438
saucers, 438-440
blips, firing, 68
castle, adding, 225-231
changing characteristics of, 25-31
color, 25
height, 29
rotation, 29-31
size, 26-29
chit-chat between objects
nontimed conversations, 263-266
timed conversations, 248-263
comments
in Description field, 366
in Say tiles, 370-371
controlling conditions with, 365-366
controlling timer with, 365-366
copying and pasting between games, 127-128
creatables, 235-243, 327-334, 348-444
Blip Bam Boom, 437-438
Cannon gatekeeper, 327-334
Octo’s Aquarium, 477-478
Sputnik, 235-243
definition of, 22
exploding targets, 152-161
health trees, 191-196
making invisible, 60-67, 357-358
missiles
controlling flight of, 378-379
firing, 67-70
mobile targets, 125-126
adding, 126-130
decreasing target speed, 181-191
path following, 133-142
random movement, 130-133
running away, 142-146
score programming, 146-149
nonmoving obstacles, adding, 58-60
object programming
comments in Description field, 366
comments in Say tiles, 370-371
controlling conditions with objects, 365-366
saving time with Inline tiles, 372-374
Octo’s Aquarium
camera location, 471-473
creatables, 477-478
fans, 478-480
Octo, 473-477
opening Kodu Game Lab, 11-14
Options command (Main Menu), 13-14
Orbit Camera feature, 20-21
Pac-Man, 176
pages, 484
cutting and pasting, 180
turning, 179-181
Pages tool, 179-181
Paste command, 127
Paste Row option, 92, 94
pasting
objects between games, 127-128
pages, 180
path following, 133-142, 483
Path tool, 134
pie menus, 22
placing objects on terrains, 22-25
Planet Kodu, 485
planning worlds, 406-409
Play button, 45
players
adding second player, 95-100
great player experience, designing, 404
multiple game controllers, 374-377
multiple players 432
sound effects, 309-313
Players pie slice, 376
Point of view (POV), 197-198.
See also camera modes
points
awarding, 85-88
creating different point awards, 89-95
subtracting, 86-87
Points tool, 90
posting to Kodu Community Forum, 391-396
POV (point of view). See camera modes
power-ups
Blip Bam Boom, 447
The Dune Treasure, 456-458
how they work, 456-458
mystery power-ups, 462
programming, 458-461
Pow sound, 307
Print Kode For Level option, 324
programming.
See object
programming
progress, saving, 54-55
Q
questions, posting to Kodu
Community Forum, 391-396
Quickly tile, 131-132, 182
decreasing target speed,
181-191
stacking Slowly and Quickly
tiles, 185
Quiet setting (scoreboards), 365
Quit Kodu command (Main
Menu), 13-14, 56
R
Random Arena tile, 302
recommended books, 485-486
Reply button (Kodu Community
Forum), 396
resizing
Magic Brush, 114
objects, 26-29
resources
book recommendations,
85-486
Kodu Community Forum,
389-390
creating LiveID account,
390-391
posting to, 391-396
Kodu Game Lab website, 381
About page, 385-387
Discussion page, 388
downloading games from,
384
S
Said tile, 263-266
sample games
The Amazing Maze Chase
cheat button, 431
creating, 418-423
Cycle object, 423-427
ending game, 429-430
enemies, 429
enemy chasers, 431
invisibile hunter, 432
key/quest items, 431
overview, 417-418
scoring, 431
traits, 427-429
two players, 432
Blip Bam Boom
coin creatables, 437-438
creating, 434-437
decoy, 447
duels, 447
enlarging game world, 446
games of chase, 448
Kodus, 440-446
missiles, 447
overview, 433-434
power-ups, 447
Rovers, 437-438
saucers, 438-440
super recharger, 447
time limits, 446-447
The Dune Treasure
boss minions, 462
creating, 450-456
healing water, 461
overview, 449-450
power-ups, 456-461
scoring, 462-463
super bosses, 462
terrain changes, 462
unfriendly saucer, 462
wandering boss, 461
Octo’s Aquarium
camera location, 471-473
creatables, 477-478
creating, 467-471
depth charges, 481
fans, 478-480
healing starfish, 480
ink clouds, 480
invisible maze, 481
music, 481
overview, 465-467
programming Octo, 473-477
sinking ships, 481
underwater weapons, 480
Saucer Hunt
adding saucers, 126-130
limitations, 152
path following, 133-142
random movement, 130-133
running away, 142-146
Saucer Hunt Extreme
cut-scenes, 339-36
decreasing saucer speed,
181-191
exploding saucers, 152-161
game cleanup, 356-358
targets returning fire,
171-172
time limits, adding, 161-170
Saucer Hunt
adding saucers, 126-130
limitations, 152
path following, 133-142
random movement, 130-133
running away, 142-146

**Saucer Hunt Extreme**
cut-scenes
cameras, adding, 339-343
scripted conversations, 344-348
scripted movement, 348-352
scripting, 339
second conversation, 352-356
decreasing saucer speed, 181-191
exploding saucers, 152-161
game cleanup
hiding scoreboards, 356-357
making sticks invisible, 357-358
targets returning fire, 171-172
time limits, adding, 161-170
Save Game option, 266
Save My World option, 54-55
saving
   games, 231-235
   progress, 54-55
   versions, 322-327
   worlds, 54-55
Say tile, 249
   chit-chat between objects, adding, 248-263
   comments in, 370-371
Schell, Jesse, 485
scoreboards
   hiding, 356-357
   scoreboard tiles, 483
Scores+Paint leaf, 85-88
Scores pie slice, 254
Score Visibility option, 356-357, 364-365
scoring, 80-81
   The Amazing Maze Chase, 431
   awarding points, 85-88
   configuring scorekeeping, 81-85
   creating different point awards, 89-95
   The Dune Treasure, 462-463
   score programming for mobile targets, 146-149
   score visibility, controlling, 356-357, 364-365
testing scorekeeping, 88-89
time limits, adding, 161-170
scripting
cut-scenes, 338-339
scripted conversations, 344-348
scripted movement, 348-352
second conversations, 352-356
second player, adding, 95-100
Sedlak, John, 486
seek-n-find game, 223-231
See tile, 249
settings, changing, 70-75
Setup program, 4-7
Share option, 397-400
sharing games, 397-400
Shoot action, 67
shooting
   blips, 68
   missiles, 67-70
targets that return fire, 171-172
Show and Tell section (Kodu Community Forum), 393
Show Hit Points option, 74
Sign In button (Kodu Community Forum), 389
Sign Up link (Kodu Game Lab website), 386
Sign Up Now link (LiveID), 390
Silva, James, 486
size
   of Magic Brush, 114
   of objects, 26-29
sky color effects, 271-277
Sky option, 273-277
Slowly tile, 132, 185
smart saucers. See *Saucer Hunt Extreme*
smoothing terrain, 120-122
Soft Round Brush, 118
sound effects
   adding to objects, 245-248, 303-308
   adding to player conditions, 309-313
   background noise, 300-303
game music soundtracks, adding, 294-300
Octo's Aquarium, 481
Space Invaders, 176
speed of saucers, decreasing, 181-191
Sputnik creatable, 235-243
Square Ground Brush, 107
Square Linear Brush, 420
stadiums, creating, 320-322
Start Game With: option, 268
Stay Above Water option, 482
Sticks, making invisible, 357-358
subtracting points, 86-87
super bosses, 462
super recharger (Blip Bam Boom), 447
Switch tile, 189
system requirements, 2
tags, adding to games, 231-235
Tags button, 232
targets
decreasing target speed, 181-191
exploding targets, 152-161
fighting back, 151
mobile targets
   adding, 126-130
   decreasing target speed, 181-191
   path following, 133-142
   random movement, 130-133
   running away, 142-146
   score programming, 146-149
   returning fire, 171-172
terrain
   adding, 47-50
   mountains, 115-117
   with Ground Brush, 105-115
   with Up/Down tool, 115-122
   The Amazing Maze Chase, 418-423
changing color of, 51-54
changing terrain material, 51-54
color effects, 271-277
The Dune Treasure, 462
editing, 483
importance of, 103-105
lakes and rivers, 280-288
mazes, 316-319
mountains, 115-117
placing objects on, 22-25
roughing, 120-122
smoothing, 120-122
stadiums, 320-322
terrain edit speed, modifying, 362-363
terrain-modifying tools.
See tools
Terrain Edit Speed drag bar, 362-363
testing
objects, 45-46
scorekeeping, 88-89
text
in-game instructions, adding, 266-268
thought balloons, adding to objects
nontimed conversations, 263-266
timed conversations, 248-263
thought balloons, adding to objects
nontimed conversations, 263-266
timed conversations, 248-263
threads, posting on Kodu Community Forum, 391-396
Three Steps to Designing Your Game (BAFTA), 485
timed conversations, adding, 248-263
time limits
adding, 161-170
Blip Bam Boom, 446-447
putting time back on clock, 177-179
Timer tile, 161-170
chit-chat between objects, adding, 248-263
controlling with objects, 365-366
putting time back on clock, 177-179
time savings with Inline tiles, 372-374
tools, 15
Flatten, 120
Ground Brush, 105-106, 419
adding terrain, 47-50
brush shape, 107-112
changing terrain color, 51-54
changing terrain material, 51-54
Magic Brush, 113-115
Hard Round Brush, 53
Help, 40
Magic Brush, 53
Move Camera, 15, 133, 468
Object, 15-18, 25-31
Pages, 179-181
Path, 134
Roughen, 120
Square Linear Brush, 420
Up/Down, 115-122
Water, 280-288, 471
Zoom, 18-22
Toward option, 145
traps (The Amazing Maze Chase), 427
trees, 191-196. See also objects
turning pages, 179-181
Types pie slice, 427
underwater weapons (Octo’s Aquarium), 480
undoing changes, 111
Undo option, 111
Up/Down tool, 115-122
User Account Control window, 8
vanishing objects, 484
Vanish option, 60-67
versions, saving, 322-327
visibility of scores, controlling, 363-365
water effects
healing water, 461
lakes and rivers, 280-288
objects and, 289-291
Octo’s Aquarium, 471
Water tool, 280-288, 471
websites, 485
Kodu Community Forum, 389-390
creating LiveID account, 390-391
posting to, 391-396
Kodu Game Lab website, 381
About page, 385-387
Discussion page, 388
downloading games from, 384
Home page, 382-383
sharing games to, 397-400
Worlds page, 383-385
Weird World, 198-200
When conditions, 142-143
wind, adding, 277-279
Win pie piece, 169
World Description option (Start Game With), 268
worlds
design
mazes, 316-319
stadiums, 320-322
tips and tricks, 222-231
environmental effects
lakes and rivers, 280-288
objects and water, 289-291
terrain and sky color effects, 271-277
wind, 277-279
loading, 56
navigating, 14-15
Move Camera tool, 15
Object tool, 15-18
Orbit Camera feature, 20-21
Zoom feature, 18-22
Wander option, 42-45, 131
WASD keys, 38-39
Water Color Selection icon, 280
magic brush, 113-115
Hard Round Brush, 53
Help, 40
Magic Brush, 53
Move Camera, 15, 133, 468
Object, 15-18, 25-31
Pages, 179-181
Path, 134
Roughen, 120
Square Linear Brush, 420
Up/Down, 115-122
Water, 280-288, 471
Zoom, 18-22
Toward option, 145
traps (The Amazing Maze Chase), 427
trees, 191-196. See also objects
turning pages, 179-181
Types pie slice, 427
underwater weapons (Octo’s Aquarium), 480
undoing changes, 111
Undo option, 111
Up/Down tool, 115-122
User Account Control window, 8
vanishing objects, 484
Vanish option, 60-67
versions, saving, 322-327
visibility of scores, controlling, 363-365
water effects
healing water, 461
lakes and rivers, 280-288
objects and, 289-291
Octo’s Aquarium, 471
Water tool, 280-288, 471
websites, 485
Kodu Community Forum, 389-390
creating LiveID account, 390-391
posting to, 391-396
Kodu Game Lab website, 381
About page, 385-387
Discussion page, 388
downloading games from, 384
Home page, 382-383
sharing games to, 397-400
Worlds page, 383-385
Weird World, 198-200
When conditions, 142-143
wind, adding, 277-279
Win pie piece, 169
World Description option (Start Game With), 268
worlds
design
mazes, 316-319
stadiums, 320-322
tips and tricks, 222-231
environmental effects
lakes and rivers, 280-288
objects and water, 289-291
terrain and sky color effects, 271-277
wind, 277-279
loading, 56
navigating, 14-15
Move Camera tool, 15
Object tool, 15-18
Orbit Camera feature, 20-21
Zoom feature, 18-22
objects. See objects planning, 406-409
saving, 54-55
sound effects
adding to objects, 245-248,
303-308
adding to player conditions,
309-313
background noise, 300-303
game music soundtracks,
adding, 294-300
targets. See targets
terrain. See terrain
Weird World, 198-200
Worlds page (Kodu Game Lab website), 383-385
World Title: option (Start Game With:), 268

Zoom feature, 18-22